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The Army vs. Aliens (AvA) 
Challenger Series is a dice 
elimination game. The game 
features 18 custom dice, two handy 
player guides, and two dice cups 
that snap together to double as a 
carrying case. 

AAges: 8+
Players: 2+
Time: 15 minutes
#91800 - Army vs. Aliens                  
#91801 - Pirates vs. Ninjas
#91802 - Robots vs. Dinosaurs        
#91803 - Zombies vs. Wrestlers

Bellz is deceptively simple and yet 
supremely challenging at the same 
time.

JJust open the travel pouch and 
you’re ready to play! The pouch 
opens to become the game arena. 
Inside there are 40 custom bells in 
4 colors and 3 different sizes.

PPlayers use the magnet wand to 
pick up bells of only one color. Make 
a string off the end of the magnet 
wand, or create a cluster — just 
don’t pick up bells of any other 
color or the turn is over. The first 
player to collect all 10 bells of
oone color wins!

Ages: 6+
Players: 2-4
Time: 15 minutes
#21045

Bellz

AvA Series

Mix and match sets 
for unlimited variety!



In Lexigo Rush, you have 60 
seconds to find as many words as 
you can using the tiles in the grid. 
Be creative: only words no one else 
found will count. The stakes rise 
every round as score doubling 
bonus rings are added to the grid.

WWord game lovers can now play at 
home or on the go with the new 
Lexigo RUSH app and on-line game. 
It’s coming soon to their daily 
newspaper, too.

Free helper app: Game Box!
Timer, scoring and dictionary
oon your phone or tablet.

Ages: 8+
Players: 2+
Time: 15 minutes
#61000

Trivia for your eyes. Choose what 
you know! Select an image to 
identify from a vast array of people, 
animals, monuments, inventions, 
symbols, maps and more! Then, 
answer from one of three trivia 
questions about each image.

EEye Know is packed with 400 
image cards and 1200 questions.

More branding support! Identify 
images from 10 special effects 
on the new iOS and Android app.

Ages: 12+
Players: 2+
TTime: 20 minutes
#90040

The first booster pack is here! Play with 100 new cards and 300 
new trivia questions. See how much you know! Available Sept 1st.

#90041

Eye Know

Booster Pack!

Lexigo RUSH
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Word association at its best! You have 20 seconds to 
link the words on your tiles to the tiles already played. 
You can be creative as you like, but your fellow players 
will decide if your play counts or not!

Fast-paced and perfect for a 
crowd, Randomonium will put 
a smile on your face. Free 
aassociation has never 
been so much fun!

Ages: 10+
Players: 2+
Time: 30 minutes
#25000

Randomonium

Finger Tips is three lively card games in one! Young 
players will love the finger-puppet inspired characters 
on the hand-shaped cards. The colorful animal 
edition features lions, penguins, monkeys and many 
other familiar animals. 

Now available in two 
versions: Animals and People.

AAges: 3+
Players: 1+
Time: 10 minutes
#80800 - Animals
#80801 - People

Finger Tips

Talat
Defend your towers while waging attacks on two 
opponents. Talat is a strategy game based on the 
number three: three game boards with three sizes 
of towers.

PPlayers try to capture enemy towers while 
strategically moving their own to safety. Taller towers 
can capture shorter towers, and towers with more 
sides are more powerful than those with fewer sides.

Ages: 8+
Players: 2-3
Time: 30 minutes
##71000

Fun inside and out! These simple and fun games 
each come with their own high-quality plush 
animal-character. Each Zipperoo has a zippered 
pouch in its back so children can store their game 
inside their animal friend. 

Ages: 4+
Players: 2+
TTime: 10 minutes
#65001 - Monkey’s Wild
#65006 - Frantic Frog

Zipperoos
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